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Resolution on the Protection of Indigenous Sacred Sites, Burial Places and Spiritual Rights 

 
The 275 delegates registered at this conference, representing several Indigenous Peoples of North, 
South and Central America, the Caribbean and the Pacific, adopt the following resolution by 
consensus in defense of the rights of the Indigenous Peoples: 
 
The International Indian Treaty Council (IITC) thanks the Council of the Ajqijab of Ixim Uleu for 
their accompaniment and leadership at the 34th Anniversary IITC conference, which took place in 
Chimaltenango, Guatemala, recognizing and affirming that spirituality is fundamental for the life of 
our organization and of Indigenous Peoples.  IITC reaffirms that the Indigenous spiritual life is 
fundamental for developing the actions, policies, and strategies of the world’s Indigenous Peoples in 
the struggle for full recognition and enjoyment of the rights and dignity of our Peoples. 
 
This affirmation underscores and affirms our right to have access and use of our Sacred Sites, places 
and areas. They cannot continue to be subject to desecration, or treated as objects of folklore or 
global tourism. Such an approach is rooted in globalization, Plan Puebla Panama, and other free 
trade agreements of the various States.  
 
In the universal unity of Indigenous Peoples, the reconstruction of the indigenous social, economic 
and cultural fabric, our peoples’ spirituality provides us with the essential vision to work towards 
transformation of the States, which for 500 years have failed to take us into account. We are the 
protagonists of our own destiny.  Therefore, based on the considerations presented by participants in 
this Conference: 
 
The IITC declares our solidarity with all Indigenous Peoples of the world, particularly the Peoples 
who have shared their experiences and realities at this conference. We join hands in the common 
struggle we share, from every part of the world, “May no one be left behind” [Pop Wuj]; and 
 
The IITC calls upon National and International bodies to respect and value our sacred places, with 
dignity and in memory of our ancestors, based on the principles and worldviews of our existence; 
and   
 
IITC makes a commitment to take the appropriate and necessary actions on an international level 
in order for the interested Indigenous Peoples themselves to establish control over our sacred sites, in 
any part of the world; and 



 
The IITC resolves and declares that all forms of mining exploration and exploitation must stop, 
particularly open pit mining, because it affects the sacred sites and the spirituality of our many 
brother and sister peoples in other countries, as well as the original Mayan peoples; and 
 
The IITC resolves to support Indigenous Peoples, Nations, Peoples, tribes, communities, bands, 
traditional spiritual practitioners, family, clans and organizations in their efforts to define, 
administer, protect and preserve their sacred places such as those connected to the earth, wind, 
water, fire, plants, animals including the womb of the woman and the birthing places of all female 
nations and all indigenous sacred burial sites from disturbance, development and destruction; and 
 
The IITC resolves to support the adoption of Indigenous regional, national, and international 
legislation designed to strengthen and/or enforce laws for the absolute protection and preservation of 
sacred places, sites, burials, cultural property and spiritual rights in perpetuity so that all sacred 
places will be further protected and preserved for Indigenous Peoples and their descendents; and  
 
The IITC continues to support Oxajuj Ajpop in Guatemala to prevent the desecration and 
destruction of the Tulam Tzu sacred site also known as the Rosario Naranjo Archeological Site, and 
to stop all construction at this sacred place. This sacred place where Mayan ancestors performed 
prayers and healing ceremonies is under constant attack due to the removal of sacred objects and 
human remains.  The ancestors of the Mayan people demand a stop to the destruction of this site; 
and 
 
The IITC resolves to support and work with Indigenous Nations, traditional spiritual practitioners, 
grassroots people, and organizations to prevent the use of reclaimed waste water to make artificial 
snow on the San Francisco Peaks which is sacred to 13 Indigenous Nations in the Southwest and to 
challenge  the United States Federal Courts and the United State Forest Service for allowing  this 
proposal to go forward against the widespread opposition by Indigenous peoples of the Southwest, 
the proposed expansion and use of reclaimed waste water will place  substantial burden on 
traditional spiritual practitioners free exercise of religion  and destroy the sensitive ecological 
environment of the sacred San Francisco Peaks; and 
 
The IITC will continue to monitor the status of the Indigenous Taino (Jibaro People) of Boriken 
(Puerto Rico) with particular attention to Kaguana Ceremonial Center as well as the on-going 
desecration of other sacred places, ancestral remains, and related cultural property on the island.  
 
The IITC will continue to offer assistance in an advisory capacity to the Taino (Jibaro) community 
in the on-going struggle for inclusion of federal laws including the Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act, Endangered Species Act, National Historical Preservation Act, and 
the Religious Freedom Restoration Act.   
 
Finally, the IITC reaffirms its commitment to protect and defend all Indigenous Peoples’ sacred 
sites, ceremonial places, ceremonial items and ancestral remains in accordance with all the 
resolutions for the protection of sacred places, burial, cultural and spiritual rights adopted at previous 
Conferences of the IITC.    

 
Adopted by consensus June 22, 2008 



 


